
Gulf Coast Scoring Rules/Guidelines 
 
 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR PLAYERS. 
 
1.  One person in the foursome will do mobile scoring.  Should be the one most familiar 
with Golf Genius.  This person will record actual gross score for all 4 players. If a player 
does not complete the hole, net double bogey is recorded (double bogey plus handicap 
stoke). No X’s allowed in Golf genius. 
 
2.  If you are competing for LOW GROSS Prize, you must PUTT out EVERY hole – NO 
MAX Score can be taken. 
 
3.  Each player in the foursome will receive a single scorecard.  Cart partners will 
exchange cards. Player records gross score for partner and her gross score in marker 
section of the card. Stableford points are recorded on the card based on the NET score 
for a hole.  If you are taking MAX on a hole (picking up), place an X on the scorecard. 
 
4.  Gross scores on individual players’ scorecard MUST be compared to Mobile scoring 
in Golf Genius.  A hole by hole comparison must be made.  Gross scores must agree. 
Any differences must be reconciled and adjustments made BEFORE submitting results 
in Golf Genius and giving scorecard to rep. Strongly suggest GROSS SCORES are 
compared after 9 holes.  It is easiest to do this comparison by going to the Leaderboard 
in Golf Genius and selecting the Foursome Tournament.  This way you will just see all 
scores for your Foursome. 
 
5.  Any disagreement on stableford points can be easily reconciled after correct GROSS 
scores are submitted.  If all is correct in GG, the stableford points will be calculated 
correctly.  Let the system to the math.  Do not hold up scoring!  Let your rep know and 
she will reconcile.   
 
6.  MOST IMPORTANT AND BEARS REPEATING…IF GROSS SCORES ARE 
RECONCILED, YOUR STABLEFORD POINTS IN GOLF GENIUS WILL BE 
CORRECT.  Do not waste time reconciling stableford points… lunch is waiting! 
 
7.  The Scorecard is still the official record and will be turned into your club rep.  
Signatures are required on the scorecards. 
 
 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR REPS 
 
1. Reps compare gross scores on scorecard to Golf Genius for each player.    If not 

correct, go back to player and have her reconcile differences.  The easiest way for 
reps to compare to Golf Genius is to go to Leaderboard and bring up the Team 
Stableford Tournament – you will see all your team members Gross Scores and 
Stableford Points. 

 
2. When the post round audit is performed, any differences will result in the higher 

score on that hole being used whether on scorecard or GG (lower points); no going 
back for correction/conversation.  The loss (reduction) of points on that hole is the 
penalty.   


